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Abstract

We consider the important practical and theoretical problem of designing a low�cost

communications network which can survive failures of certain network components�

Our initial interest in this area was motivated by the need to design certain �two�

connected� survivable topologies for �ber optic communication networks of interest to

the regional telephone companies� In this paper� we describe some polyhedral results

for network design problems with higher connectivity requirements� We also report on

some preliminary computational results for a cutting plane algorithm for various real�

world and random problems with high connectivity requirements which shows promise

for providing good solutions to these di�cult problems�
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� Introduction

This paper focuses on the important practical and theoretical problem of designing survivable

communication networks� Our initial interest in this area was motivated by the problem

of designing survivable topologies for ber optic communication networks for the regional

telephone companies� see �BC��� and �CMW��� for an overview of this application and a

description of a software tool developed at Bellcore� This application requires certain �two�

connected� topologies so that special o�ces can communicate after the failure of any single

network link or node�

Our earlier work on two�connected network design problems included structural properties

and worst�case analysis of heuristics �MMP���� practical heuristics �MS���� polyhedral re�

sults �GM��� GMS��b�� and computation with a cutting plane algorthm �GMS��a�� This

naturally leads to theoretical and algorithmic questions for network design problems with

higher survivability requirements� Structural properties were considered in �BBM���� and

practical heuristics were considered in �KM����

In this paper� we describe polyhedral results� including natural integer programming for�

mulations� classes of valid and facet�dening inequalities� and their associated separation

problems for network design problems with higher connectivity requirements� We also re�

port computational results with a cutting plane algorithm on some random problems and

on some real�world problems with high survivability demands� The real�world problems we

obtained turned out to be quite di�cult� indeed� more di�cult than we expected based on

our success in solving network design problems for the telephone companies� There seem

to be several reasons for this� �a� the networks are large �almost 	�� nodes�� sparse� and

have many Steiner nodes� �b� connectivity requirements of three or more seem to be much

more di�cult than two�connected problems� and �c� the cost structure is very regular which

makes proving optimality rather di�cult�
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In Section �� we describe the model of network survivability that we have in mind� The

polyhedral results are presented in Section �� The cutting plane implementation and com�

putational results are presented in Section ��

� Models of Network Survivability

In this section� we formalize the survivable network design problem that is being considered

in this paper� In order to do this� we need to introduce the following notation�

A set V of nodes is given which represent the locations that must be interconnected into a

network in order to provide the desired services� A collection E of edges is also specied

that represent the possible pairs of nodes between which a direct link can be placed� We let

G � �V�E� be the �undirected� graph of possible direct link connections� Each edge e � E

has a nonnegative �xed cost ce of establishing the direct link connection� The graph G may

have parallel edges but contains no loops� The cost of establishing a network consisting of

a subset F � E of edges is the sum of the costs of the individual links contained in F � The

goal is to build a minimum�cost network so that the required survivability conditions� which

we describe below� are satised�

If G � �V�E� is a graph� W � V and F � E then we denote by G�W and G�F the graph

that is obtained from G by deleting the node set W and the edge set F � respectively� For

notational convenience we write G�v and G�e instead of G�fvg and G�feg� respectively�

The di�erence of two sets M and N is denoted by MnN �

For any pair of distinct nodes s� t � V � an �s� t��path P is a sequence of nodes and edges

�v�� e�� v�� e�� � � � � vl��� el� vl�� where each edge ei is incident with the nodes vi�� and vi �i �

�� � � � � l�� where v� � s and vl � t� and where no node or edge appears more than once in P �

A collection P�� P�� � � � � Pk of �s� t��paths is called edge�disjoint if no edge appears in more
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than one path� and is called node�disjoint if no node �except for s and t� appears in more

than one path� In particular� this implies that parallel edges between a pair of nodes s and t

are considered to be node�disjoint �s� t��paths� This is in contrast to standard graph theory�

but this modication of the denition was prompted by considerations that arise in practical

situations� We say that a graph G � �V�E� is k�edge �resp� k�node� connected if there

are k�edge �resp� k�node� disjoint paths between every pair of distinct nodes� We note again

that this denition of k�node connectivity di�ers from that of standard graph theory when

parallel edges are present�

We measure connectivity not only between two nodes s and t but also between nodes lying

in a given node set W � Let G � �V�E� be a graph with at least two nodes and W � V with

jW j � �� We set

��G�W � �� minimum cardinality of a subset F of E� such that two

nodes of W are disconnected in G � F � and

��G�W � �� minimum cardinality of a set S � F � where S � V and

F � E� such that two nodes of W are disconnected in

G� �S � F ��

If jW j � � or if G has only one node then ��G�W � and ��G�W � are dened to be ��

The survivability conditions require that the network satisfy certain edge or node connectivity

requirements� To model these survivability conditions� we introduce the concept of node

types� For each node s � V a nonnegative integer rs� called the type of s� is specied�

We say that the network N � �V� F � to be designed satises the node survivability

conditions if� for each pair s� t � V of distinct nodes� N contains at least rst �� minfrs� rtg

node disjoint �s� t��paths� Similarly� we say that N � �V� F � satises the edge survivabiity
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conditions if� for each pair s� t � V of distinct nodes� N contains rst edge disjoint �s� t��

paths� These conditions ensure that some path between s and t will survive a prespecied

level of node or link failures� We introduce further symbols and conventions to denote these

node� or edge�survivability models�

Given a graph G � �V�E� and a vector of node types r � �rs�s�V � we assume � without

loss of generality � that there are at least two nodes of the largest type� If we say that we

consider the kNCON problem �for G and r� then we mean that we are looking for a minimum�

cost network that satises the node survivability conditions and where k � maxfrsjs � V g�

Similarly� we speak of the kECON problem �for G and r�� Furthermore we dene

r�W � �� maxfru � u � Wg� and

con�W � �� minfr�W �� r�V �W �g

� maxfrst � s � W� t � V �Wg

for any W � V � Let G � �V�E� be a graph� For Z � V � let �G�Z� denote the set of edges

with one end node in Z and the other in V nZ� It is customary to call �G�Z� a cut� If it is

clear with respect to which graph a cut �G�Z� is considered� we simply drop the index and

write ��Z�� We also write ��v� for ��fvg�� If X�Y are subsets of V and X � Y � �� we set

�X � Y � �� fij � E j i � X� j � Y g� thus ��X� � �X � V nX�� If W�� � � � �Wp are pairwise

disjoint subsets of V we denote by �W� � � � � � Wp� the set of edges having their end nodes in

di�erent node sets� For any subset of edges F � E� we let x�F � stand for the sum
P

e�F xe�

Consider the following integer linear program for a graph G � �V�E� with edge costs ce for

all e � E and node types rs for all s � V �

	



����� min
P

e�E cexe

subject to

�i� x���W �� � con�W � for all W � V� � 	� W 	� V �
�ii� x��G�Z�W �� � con�W �� jZj for all pairs s� t � V� s 	� t� and

for all Z � V nfs� tg with � 
 jZj 
 rst � �� and
for all W � V nZ with s � W� t 	� W �

�iii� � 
 xe 
 � for all e � E�
�iv� xe integral for all e � E�

It follows from Menger�s theorem that the feasible solutions of ����� are the incidence vectors

of edge sets F such that N � �V� F � satises all node survivability conditions� i�e�� ����� is

an integer programming formulation of the kNCON problem� Deleting inequalities �ii� from

����� we obtain� again from Menger�s theorem� an integer programming formulation for the

kECON problem� The inequalities of type �i� will be called cut inequalities and those of

type �ii� will be called node cut inequalities�

The polyhedral approach to the solution of the kNCON �and similarly the kECON� problem

consists of studying the polyhedron obtained by taking the covex hull of the feasible solutions

of ������ We set

kNCON�G� r� �� conv fx � RE j x satises ����� �i�� �ii�� �iii�� �iv�g
kECON�G� r� �� conv fx � RE j x satises ����� �i���iii���iv�g�

� Polyhedral Results

We brie�y mention the idea behind the polyhedral approach and its goal� We consider an

integer programming problem like ������ We want to turn such an integer program into a

linear program and solve it using LP�techniques� To do this� we dene a polytope associated

with the problem by taking the convex hull of the feasible �integral� solutions of a program

like ������ Let P be such a convex hull� We know from linear programming theory that� for

any objective function c� the linear program min cTx� x � P has an optimum vertex solution
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�if it has a solution�� This vertex solution is a feasible solution of the initial integer program

and thus� by construction� an optimum solution of this program�

The di�culty with this approach is that min cTx� x � P is a linear program only �in princi�

ple�� To provide an instance to an LP�solver� we have to nd a di�erent description of P �

The polytope P is dened as the convex hull of �usually many� points in RE� but we need

a complete �linear� description of P by means of linear equations or inequalities� The Weyl�

Minkowski theorem tells us that both descriptions are in a sense equivalennt� in fact� there

are constructive procedures that compute one description of P from the other� However�

these procedures are inherently exponential and nobody knows how to make e�ective use of

them� in particular� for NP�hard problem classes�

At present� no e�ective general techniques are known for nding complete or �good partial�

descriptions of such a polytope or large classes of facets� There are a few basic techniques

like the derivation of so�called Chv�atal cuts �see �C
���� But most of the work is a kind of

�art�� Valid inequalities are derived from structural insights and the proofs that many of

these inequalities dene facets use technically�complicated ad�hoc arguments�

If large classes of valid and possibly facet�dening inequalities are found� one tries to use

them algorithmically in the framework of a cutting plane algorithm� The principal idea here

is the following�

Note that � except for the trivial inequalities � the classes of valid inequalities for the

ECON and NCON problem stated in ����� contain a number of inequalities that is expo�

nential in the number of nodes of the given graph� Instead of solving an LP with all these

inequalities� we solve one with a few �carefully selected� inequalities and we generate new

inequalities as we need them� The main di�culty of this approach is in e�ciently generating

violated inequalities� We state this task formally�






����� Separation Problem �for a class C of inequalities�

Given a vector y decide whether y satises all inequalities in C and� if not� output an

inequality violated by y� �

We call an algorithm that solves ����� an �exact� separation algorithm for C� and we say

that it runs in polynomial time if its running time is bounded by a polynomial in jV j and

the encoding length of y�

A deep result of the theory of linear programming �see Gr�otschel� Lov�asz� Schrijver �GLS����

states �roughly� that a linear program over a class C of inequalities can be solved in poly�

nomial time if and only if the separation problem for C can be solved in polynomial time�

Being able to solve the separation problem thus has considerable theoretical consequences�

This result makes use of the ellipsoid method and does not imply the existence of a �prac�

tically e�cient� algorithm� However� by combining separation algorithms with other LP

solvers �like the simplex algorithms� can result in quite successful cutting plane algorithms�

see Section ��

We will now describe several classes of valid inequalities and indicate conditions under which

some of these inequalities dene facets� It turns out that results of this type are very

technical�

��� Dimension and Trivial Inequalities

Given a graph G and node types r� we say that an edge e is essential with respect to

kECON�G� r� or kNCON�G� r� if kECON�G�e� r� or kNCON�G�e� r�� resp�� is empty� We

denote by kEES�G� r� the set of edges essential for kECON�G� r� and by kNES�G� r� the

set of edges essential for kNCON�G� r��
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����� Theorem� Let G � �V�E� be a graph and let r � f�� �� � � � � kgV be given�

�a� Suppose kECON�G� r� is nonempty� Then kECON�G� r� � fx � RE j xe � � for all

e � kEES�G� r�g and dim �kECON�G� r�� � jEj � jkEES�G� r�j�

�b� Suppose kNCON�G� r� is nonempty� Then kNCON�G� r� � fx � RE j xe � � for all

e � kNES�G� r�g and dim �kNCON�G� r�� � jEj � jkNES�G� r�j�

Proof� We only prove �a�� �The proof of �b� is analogous�� If e is an essential edge

then clearly xe � � for every incidence vector of a feasible graph� hence for all vectors

x � kECON�G� r�� So kECON�G� r� can have dimension at most jEj � jkEES�G� r�j� The

incidence vectors of E�Enfeg� for e 	� kEES�G� r� are linearly independent and feasible�

Therefore kECON�G� r� has dimension exactly jEj � jkEES�G� r�j� �

We note that the problem of nding the set of essential edges and thus determining the di�

mension of kECON�G� r� and kNCON�G� r� can be solved in polynomial time using network

�ow or graph connectivity algorithms�

The following theorem is a special case of a theorem of Gr�otschel and Monma �GM��� that

characterizes which of the trivial inequalities ������iii� dene facets of the kECON�G� r� and

the kNCON�G� r� polytopes�

����� Theorem� Let G � �V�E� be a graph and r � ZV
� such that kECON�G� r� �resp��

kNCON�G� r�� is full�dimensional� Then

�a� xe 
 � denes a facet of kECON�G� r� �resp�� kNCON�G� r�� for all e�

�b� xe � � denes a facet of kECON�G� r� �resp�� kNCON�G� r�� if and only if for every edge

f 	� e the polytope kECON�G�fe� fg� r� �resp�� kNCON�G�fe� fg� r�� is nonempty�
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Proof� We prove this only for kECON�G� r�� �For kNCON�G� r�� the proof is exactly the

same�� Note that the full�dimensionality of kECON�G� r� implies that kEES�G� r� is empty�

�a� The jEj incidence vectors of the sets E�Enffg for all f 	� e are linearly independent�

feasible� and all of them satisfy xe � �� so the dimension of the face induced by xe 
 � is at

least jEj � �� But xe � � does not hold for all x � kECON�G� r�� so xe 
 � denes a facet�

�b� If the polytope kECON�G � fe� fg� r� is empty for some f � then xe � � implies xf � �

for all x � kECON�G� r�� but not reversely� Therefore� the face dened by xe � � is strictly

contained in the face dened by xf 
 �� which is a facet by �a�� So xe � � does not dene a

facet� If kECON�G � fe� fg� r� is nonempty for all f � then kEES�G � e� r� is empty� hence

kECON�G�e� r� is full�dimensional� Thus there are dim�kECON�G� r�� a�nely independent

vectors in kECON�G� e� r�� These vectors� enlarged by a component e of value �� lie in the

face dened by xe � �� Since this face cannot be the whole kECON�G� r� polytope� it is a

facet� �

��� Cut Inequalities

In this section� we discuss the cut inequalities ������i�� x���W �� � con�W � for all W �

V� � 	�W 	� V � The separation problem for cut inequalities is NP�hard if we allow the given

vector y to have negative entries� The reason is that the max�cut problem can be reduced to

it� But separation can be performed in polynomial time for nonnegative vectors �we are only

interested in � 
 y 
 �� by using network �ow or graph connectivity algorithms as follows�

Let us consider the class C of cut inequalities ������i� and let y be some vector in RE with

� 
 ye for all e � E� We view the components ye as capacities of the edges of the given

graph G � �V�E� and compute a Gomory�Hu tree �using the Guseld version that consists

of jV j � � calls of a max��ow algorithm and some bookkeeping� see �GH��� G�
��� The

Gomory�Hu tree has the property that� for any two nodes u� v � V � the minimum capacity
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of a cut separating u and v is given by the smallest weight of an edge that is contained in

the unique path linking u and v in the Gomory�Hu tree� Having the Gomory�Hu tree T with

weights we for all e � T we can determine whether y satises all cut inequalities as follows�

For each edge e� let Ve and V �
e denote the node sets of the two components of �V� T � e�� If

there is an edge e � E with

we � minfmaxfrv j v � Veg�maxfrv j v � V �
egg

then y violates the inequality x���Ve�� � con�W �� otherwise y satises all cut inequalities�

Gomory�Hu trees can be computed quite e�ciently in practice� Thus the class of cut inequal�

ities is very useful for the cutting plane approach from the algorithmic point of view� The

class of cut inequalities also contains many facet�dening inequalities� which theoretically

justies the utilization of cut inequalities�

Recently� Hao and Orlin �HO��� devised an algorithm for nding a cut of minimum capacity

in a graph� which has the same running time as the max��ow algorithm� But it does not

output a Gomory�Hu tree� which is needed in some of our separation routines for the more

general class of partition inequalities described in Section ����

The following theoremwas proven by Stoer �S��� and gives necessary and su�cient conditions

for a cut inequality to dene a facet for kECON�G� r� when G is �k����edge connected and

where all nodes have the same type k�

����� Theorem� Let G � �V�E� be a �k����edge connected graph� let rv � k for all nodes

v � V � and let W 	� V be a nonempty node set� Dene for each Wi �W with � 	�Wi 	� W

the decit of Wi as

defG�Wi� �� maxf�� k � j�G�W ��Wi�jg�

Dene similarly for Ui � V nW with � 	� Ui 	� V nW

defG�Ui� �� maxf�� k � j�G�V nW ��Ui�jg�
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The cut inequality

x���W �� � k

denes a facet of the polytope kECON�G� r� of k�edge connected graphs if and only if

�a� G�W � and G�V nW � are connected� and

�b� for all edges e � E�W � � E�V nW ��

for all pairwise disjoint nodesets W�� � � � �Wp �p � �� of W with Wi 	� W for all i�

and for all pairwise disjoint nodesets U�� � � � � Uq �q � �� of V nW with Ui 	� V nW for

all i� the following inequality holds�

pX
i��

defG�e�Wi� �
qX

i��

defG�e�Ui��
���� p�
i��

Wi �
q�

i��

Ui�
��� 
 k� �

We refer to �S��� for the details of the proof of ����� that is rather long and involved� We

present a corollary that provides some simple minimal su�cient and some maximal necessary

conditions on the connectivity of G�W � and G�V �W �� these were originally proven in �GM����

���	� Corollary� Let G � �V�E� be a �k����edge connected graph� let rv � k for all nodes

v � V � and let W 	� V be nonempty node set�

�a� If G�W � or G�V nW � is at most dk��e�edge connected then x���W �� � k does not dene

a facet of kECON�G� r��

�b� If G�W � and G�V nW � are k�edge connected then x���W �� � k denes a facet of

kECON�G� r��

For the case of kECON�G� r� and kNCON�G� r� problems with arbitrary node types� we do

not know of any general results characterizing those cut inequalities that are facet�dening�

However� in the case of �ECON�G� r� and �NCON�G� r� problems� i�e�� where rv � f�� �� �g

for all nodes v� we do know necessary and coe�cient conditions� see �GMS��b��
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��� Node Cut Inequalities

In this section� we discuss the node cut inequalities ������ii��

x��G�Z�W �� � con�W �� jZj for all pairs s� t � V� s 	� t
for all Z � V nfs� tg with � 
 jZj 
 rst � �� and
for all W � V nZ with s � W� t 	� W�

These inequalities are valid for kNCON�G� r� but are not generally valid for kECON�G� r��

As in the case of cut inequalities� the separation problem for node cut and for cut inequalities

is NP�hard if the given vector y is allowed to have negative entries� The separation problem

is solvable in polynomial time if we restrict the input to nonnegative vectors� The algorithm

works as follows�

Consider the class C of node cut inequalities ������ii� and of cut inequalities ������i�� let y

be some vector in RE with � 
 y for all e � E� and let G � �V�E� be the given graph� We

construct a directed graph D � �N�A� from G in the following way� Each node v � V is

replaced by two nodes v�� v�� of N that are linked by an arc �v�� v��� with capacity one� Each

edge uv � E is replaced by two arcs �u��� v�� and �v��� u�� each with capacity ye� Let S � V

be a set of k nodes of maximal type� i�e�� rs � rt for all s � S and t � V nS� For all s � S

and all t 	� s with rst � � we compute a minimum capacity cut C � of value c� separating s��

and t�� Such a cut is of the form ���W �� �� f�i� j� � i � W �� j � NnW �g� where W � � N and

s�� � W �� The arcs in C � correspond either to arcs of the form �v�� v��� for some v � V or to

arcs of the type �u��� w�� for some edge uw � E� Without loss of generality� if v�� � W � and

v� 	� W � then either v�� can be moved to NnW � or v� can be moved to W �� We let

Z �� fv � �v�� v��� � C �g�

C �� fuw � E � �u��� w�� � C �g� and

W �� fv � V � v�� v�� � W �g�
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If c� � rst then we have found a node cut inequality violated by y� namely where s� t� Z and W

are as dened above and C � �G�Z�W �� Possibly Z � �� in this case the cut inequality

x��G�W �� � rst is violated� If c� � rst for all s � S and t 	� s with rst � � then there are no

node cut inequalities violated by y�

We know of no general necessary and su�cient conditions for node cut inequalities to dene

facets of kNCON�G� r�� except in the low�connectivity case� i�e�� where rv � f�� �� �g for all

v � V � see �GMS��b�� Some �complicated� necessary conditions and su�cient conditions for

the general problem are derived in �S���� We state these results here omitting the proofs�

���
� Theorem� Let G � �V�E� and r � ZV
� be given� Let Z�W� s� t dene a node cut

inequality ������i� given by

x��G�Z�W �� � con�W �� jZj�

�a� This inequality denes a facet of kNCON�G� r� if the following conditions hold� where

Vj �� fu � V j rv � jg for j � l� � � � � k�

�i� ��G�W � � Z�� e� Vj� � j for all e � E and for all j � con�W ��

�ii� ��G�W � Z�� e� Vj � Z� � j for all e � E and for all j 
 con�W ��

�iii� if jW j� j  W j � �� then the graph �V� �G�Z�W �� has a matching of size con�W � �

jZj� ��

�iv� if jW j � �� then jW j has at least con�W �� jZj� � neighbor nodes in  W � and

�v� �i� and �ii� also hold for  W instead of W �

�b� This inequality denes a facet of kNCON�G� r� only if the following holds� Dene for

any U � W �resp� U �  W ��

ndefG�U� �� maxf�� con�U� � number of nodes adjacent to U

in G�W � Z� �resp�� G�  W � Z��g�
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Then� for all edges e � E�W � Z� � E�  W � Z�� for all pairwise disjoint nodesets

W� � � � �Wp of W � with Wi 	� W for i � � � � � � p �p � ��� and for all pairwise disjoint

nodesets U�� � � � � Uq of  W � with Ui 	�  W for i � �� � � � � q �q � ��� the following inequality

holds�

pX
i��

ndefG�e�Wi� �
qX

i��

ndefG�e�Ui��
���� p�
i��

Wi �
q�

i��

Ui�
��� 
 con�W �� jZj� �

��� Partition Inequalities

In this section� we discuss the class of partition inequalities for kECON and kNCON problems

that generalize the cut inequalities ������i�� For a graph G � �V�E� and r � Zv
�� we call a

collection fW�� � � � �Wpg�p � �� of subsets of V a proper partition of V if

� Wi 	� �� for i � �� � � � � p�

� Wi �Wj � �� for � 
 i � j 
 p�

� �p
i��Wi � V �

� r�Wi� � �� for i � �� � � � � p�

Let �W� � � � � � Wp� be the set of all edges having their endpoints in di�erent sets Wi and

let I� �� fi j con�Wi� � �g and I� �� fi j con�Wi� � �g� Then the partition inequality

induced by fW�� � � � �Wpg is dened as

���
� x��W� � � � � � Wp�� �

�
p� �� if I� � ��
d�
�

P
i�I� con�Wi�e � jI�j� otherwise�

It is not hard to see that the partition inequalities ���
� are valid for kECON�G� r� and

kNCON�G� r�� Namely� if con�Wi� � � for i � �� � � � � p� any feasible survivable subgraph has

�	



to use at least con�Wi� edges of ��Wi�� so it uses at least con�Wi��� edges of �Wi � � � � �Wp��

If there are sets Wi with con�Wi� � �� then a feasible solution using a minimum number �

of edges of �W� � � � � �Wp� would either use at least two edges of each ��Wi�� i � �� � � � � p� �in

which case � is at least d
P

i�I� con �Wi���e� jI�j�� or j��Wi�j � � for someWi �in which case

induction on jI�j may be used by deletingWi from the graph G and the feasible solution�� So

partition inequalities are valid� The separation problem for partition inequalities is known

to be NP�hard� see �GMS��a��

We know of no general necessary and su�cient conditions for partition inequalities to dene

facets of kECON�G� r� or kNCON�G� r�� Some special cases are dealt with in �GM��� and

�S���� We state here one particularly nice result�

����� Theorem� Let G � �V�E� be a complete graph with k � � parallel edges between

each pair of distinct nodes and let r � ZV
�� The partition inequality ���
� given by a proper

partition W��W�� � � � �Wp of V with p � � denes a facet of kECON�G� r� if and only if at

least one of the following conditions hold�

�a�
X
i�I�

con�Wi� is odd�

�b� I� 	� �� or

�c� p � ��

We will prove Theorem ����� for the case where each Wi consists of a single node wi with

r�wi� � � and
X
v�V

rv is odd� �The general case follows from several lifting results that

were not included here� the full details can be found in �S����� In this case� the partition

inequalities ���
� become

����� x�E� � d
X
v�V

rv��e�

��



Before presenting the proof� we introduce an algorithm for constructing feasible solutions for

kECON�G� r� with a minimum number of edges� This construction procedure is a modica�

tion of an algorithm by Chou and Frank �CF
��� We describe this result in full detail and

prove some facts which will be useful for our facet proof�

������ Algorithm

Given an instance �G� r� of the kECON problem� where

� G � �V�E� is a complete graph of p nodes with at least k � � parallel edges between

each pair of nodes�

� rv � � for all v � V�
X
v�V

rv is even� and there are two nodes of highest type k� nd a

subgraph N of G� feasible for the kECON problem� using a minimum number of edges

of G� namely
X
v�V

rv���

Step �� Choose any order v�� � � � � vp of the nodes in V which is imagined to be cyclic� If the

highest node type k is even and there are nodes of odd type� the order should be chosen

in such a way that there are two nodes �say u and v� of odd type that separate two

nodes �say x and y� of type k in the cycle formed by the edges v�v�� v�v�� � � � � vpv�� i�e�� in

traversing the cycle� we encounter these four nodes on the order u� x� v� y� �Necessarily

there are at least two nodes of highest type k and at least two nodes of odd type� if

any��

Step �� Construct a subgraph N � from the empty set by adding a cycle through all nodes

of type at least i respecting the given order for i � �� �� � � � � k if k is even �or i �

�� �� � � � � k � � if k is odd��

Step �� Let fw�� w�� � � � � wlg be the set of all nodes of odd type numbered in the way they

are met when scanning through fv�� v�� � � � � vpg in the given order� �The starting node

�




of the scan does not matter� nor does the direction� Note also that the number l of

nodes of odd type must be even�� Construct the desired subgraph N by adding to N �

the matching consisting of edges wiwl���i �i � �� � � � � l����

Dene auxiliary node types

r�v �� �brv��c for all v � V�

������ Lemma� Let �G� r� be an instance of the kECON problem as in Algorithm �������

Let N � and N be the networks produced by the algorithm in Step � and �� respectively�

Then the following results hold�

�a� jN j �
X
v�V

rv���

�b� N � is feasible for kECON�G� r���

�c� For any W � V� � 	� W 	� V �

j�N ��W �j 
 min�r�W �� r�V nW ��

only if W is an interval� which is dened to be a set of the form fvi� vi��� � � � � vjg for

i 
 j� or fvi� � � � � vp� v�� � � � � vjg for j � i�

�d� For anyW � V� � 	� W 	� V with r�W � 
 r�V nW �� if j�N ��W �j � j�N�W �j � r��W � � k

then W is an interval �as dened in �c��� and W contains only nodes of even type r�

�e� N is feasible for kECON�G� r��

Proof �of Lemma�� Result �a� clearly holds since each node v has degree exactly rv� Result

�b� holds since Step � ensures that each pair of nodes s� t lie on min�r�s� r
�
t��� edge�disjoint

cycles in N��

��



In order to prove result �c�� consider a W � V with � 	� W 	� V which is not an interval�

Let X be a maximal interval in either W or V nW � so that r�X� is minimal with respect

to all such maximal intervals in the cyclic order given in Step � of the algorithm� Without

loss of generality� we assume that X �W � Then the two maximal intervals X ��X �� in V nW

which precede and follow X in the cyclic order contain nodes of type at least r�X� �since

r�X� was chosen to be minimum�� By the construction of N �� there is at least one edge from

X to X � and from X to X �� but no edges from X to WnX� so

j�N ��W �j � j�N ��WnX�j� j�N ��X�j � j�N ��WnX�j� ��

By �b�� j�N ��WnX�j � min�r
�

�W �� r
�

�V nW ��

� min�r�W �� r�V nW ��� �

which yields the desired result when combined with the previous inequalities�

For �d�� consider a set W � V� � 	� W 	� V with r�W � 
 r�V nW � and j�N ��W �j �

j�N�W �j � r
�

�W � � k� Since r
�

�W � 
 r�W � � min�r�W �� r�V nW ��� �c� implies that W is

an interval� Since j�N ��W �j � j�N�W �j� the cut �N �W � can not contain any matching edge

from Step � of the algorithms� so all nodes of odd type� are contained either in W or in

V nW � However�W can not contain all nodes of odd type� because if k is even then W must

also contain a node v of highest type rv � k �because of the requirement on the order in

Step �� and then r
�
�W � � r�W � � k which yields a contradiction� and if k is odd� the value

r�V nW � must be even� contradicting r�W � 
 r�V nW �� Therefore� W contains only nodes

of even type r�

For �e�� suppose that N is not feasible for kECON�G� r�� There must be a set W � V� � 	�

W 	� V � with j�N�W �j � r�W � 
 r�V nW �� Now by �b�� r
�

�W � 
 j�N ��W �j 
 j�N�W �j 


r�W ��� 
 r
�

�W �� So equality holds in all four inequalities� This implies r
�

�W � � r�W ��� �

k� so by �d��W is an interval and contains only nodes of even type r� But then r
�
�W � � r�W ��

a contradiction�

��



Proof� We now prove Theorem ����� for the following situation�

� G � �V�E� is given as in the theorem�

� fW�� � � � �Wpg �p � �� is a partition of V with jWij � � for all i�

� rv � � for all nodes in v�

�
P

v�V rv is odd�

We prove that the partition inequalities ����� induced by such partitions dene facets of

kECON�G� r�� More precisely� we will prove that any inequality bTx � 	 that denes a

facet of kECON�G� r� containing the face dened by partition inequality ����� is the same

up to scalar multiplication� that is� b � � � � for some scalar �� To this aim� we pick some

�unspecied� node w of type at least � and show that� for all e � ��w�� be takes the same

value �w� Nodes of type � in G have to be treated di�erently� as we will see later�

Given w with rw � �� we distinguish two cases�

�i� V nfwg contains at least two nodes of highest type k� and

�ii� there are only two nodes of type k� k � �� with w being one of those two nodes�

We start with Case �i� as it contains the main idea of proving be � bf for all e� f � ��w��

We apply Algorithm ������ to G and node types  rv �� rv for all nodes v � V except w� and

 rw �� rw � �� This setting is a legal input� In Step �� we choose the order v�� � � � � vp in such

a way that vp is a node of type  r�vp� � k� v� �� w� and v� is a node of type k or� if this

setting of v� contradicts the requirements of Step � of the algorithm� we choose some node

of odd type as v�� The algorithm then produces a feasible network N with respect to node

types  r� This network is not feasible with respect to node types r� because the degree of w

is one less than required�

��



We analyze what sort of cut �N�W � hinders network N to be survivable with respect

to r� �It will turn out that �N�W � � �N �w��� So let �N�W � be a cut with j�N�W �j �

minfr�W �� r�V nW �g and w � W � Since N is feasible with respect to  r� the cardinality

of �N�W � is at least minf r�W ��  r�V nW �g� This implies that j�N�W �j �  r�W � � r�W � 


r�V nW �� that w is the only node of type r�W � inW � and that� by Lemma �������c�� W is an

interval� W cannot contain a node of type k� except possibly w�� v��� In particular� it does

not contain vp� If v� is also of type k� it does not contain v� either� so W � fwg� If v� had to

be chosen as an odd node not of type k� because of the restrictions in Step �� we can� for the

time being� only conclude that W is some interval starting with v�� But in which situation

are we forced to choose v� as an odd node not of type k! Only if  r�v�� � k and k is even �and

there are nodes of odd type� etc��� Anyway�  r�W � is even and so is j�N�W �j �  r�W �� But

then �N�W � may not contain any of the matching edges added in Step � of the algorithm�

that is� W either contains all nodes of odd type or none� If it contains all� then also a node

v 	� w of type k� which is impossible� because w was supposed to be the only node of type

r�W � in W � Consequently� W contains no node of odd type� hence W � fwg�

So far we have shown that the only cut that may keep N from being feasible with respect to

node types r is the cut induced by fwg� Therefore� it is possible to add any edge e � ��w� to

N � �V� F � to make the network feasible� The resulting network �called Ne � �V� F � feg��

uses exactly �
P

v�V rv � ���� edges� so the incidence vector of F � feg satises the given

partition inequality and also bTx � 	 with equality� Comparing F � feg and F � ffg for

any two edges e� f � ��w� proves be � bf for all e� f � ��w�� which is the desired result�

In Case �ii�� we cannot simply reduce the type of node w� as there would be only one other

node u of type k left� So we reduce the types of both u and w to the highest node type in

V nfu�wg� that is� we set  ru ��  rw �� r�V nfu�wg�� and  rv �� rv for all nodes v � V nfu�wg�

The node type  rw of w is at least �� because if  ru �  rw � �� then k � � and  r � � for all nodes

in V � contradicting the assumption that
P

v�V rv is odd� Let us also pick a set T of rw �  rw

��



parallel uw�edges� With this setting of  r� we have the situation of �i�� That means� we can

construct a network N � �V� F � such that the addition of any edge e � ��w�nT produces a

network Ne �� �V� F �feg�� feasible for the ECON problem with nodes types  r� The Ne can

be required not to contain T � because the algorithm will use at most  rw parallel uw�edges

of the rw � � existing uw�edges� To each Ne we now add the set T � The resulting subgraph

�V� F � feg � T � is feasible because Ne was already feasible with respect to  r and the new

subgraph contains ruw edge�disjoint �u�w��paths� So� for any two edges e� f � ��w�nT � the

incidence vectors of F � feg � T and F � ffg � T are contained in the face dened by the

partition inequality ����� and must necessarily satisfy bTx � 	� Therefore be � bf for all

e� f � ��w�nT � and since T can be chosen freely from the set of parallel uw�edges� be � bf

for all e� f � ��w�nT �

So far� we have proved that for all nodes w � V with r�w� � � there exists a number �w

such that� for all edges e � ��w�� we have be � �w� Any two adjacent nodes s� t of type at

least � must then have the same value �s � �t �� �� so be � � for all edges that are adjacent

to some node of type at least �� So� if there is at most one node of type �� we are already

done with proving b � � � ��

Now we want to prove that be � � also for all edges e between two nodes of type �� Let W

be the set of nodes of type �� and choose some edge e � st � E�W �� Construct a survivable

network N in the graph G�W �with node types r� that uses a minimum number of edges�

Let f � ufvf and g � ugvg be two edges used by N � Now replace f in N by a �uf � vf ��path Pf

using all nodes of Wnftg� such that s is the second last node in Pf �the last is vf�� Replace

also g in N by a �ug� vg��path consisting of the nodes ug� t� and vg� The network N � thus

produced is feasible� Another feasible network N
��
is constructed as follows� Replace f in N

by a certain �uf � vf ��path consisting of Pf �vf � edge e � st� and some edge tvf � Both N � and

N �� use d
P

v�V rv��e edges of G� Comparing bTx for the associated incidence vectors� we see

b�svf� � b�ugt� � b�tvg� � be � b�tvf� � bg� All edges appearing in this expression� except e�

��



are edges in EnE�W �� which have b�value �� Therefore also be � ��

Taking everything together� we have proved be � � for all e � E� so the partition inequality

�
��� denes the same face as the inequality bTx � 	� namely a facet of kECON�G� r�� �

It can be shown that the separation problem for partition inequalities is NP�hard� even if

we restrict attention to vectors y with � 
 y 
 �� see �GMS��a�� However� there are fast

and successful heuristics for the separation of partition inequalities� and our computational

experiments have revealed that partition inequalities are very helpful for solving network

survivability problems� see Section ��

��� Node Partition Inequalities

In this section� we consider the class of node partition inequalities which generalize the

node cut inequalities ������ii� in a manner similar to how the partition inequalities ���
�

generalize the cut inequalities ������i�� Consider a graph G � �V�E� and r � ZV
�� Let

Z� � � � � � Zk � V � k � � be node sets with jZj j � j � � for j � �� � � � � k� Let fW�� � � �Wpg

be a proper partition of V nZk� such that at least two node sets in the partition contain nodes

of type k� Dene Ij �� fi j r�Wi� � jg for j � �� � � � � k� The node partition inequality

induced by W�� � � � �Wp and Z�� � � � � Zk is given by

������ x��W� � � � � �Wp � Zk�� � x�
Sk
j��

S
i�Ij �Zj �Wi�� � p � ��

������ Theorem� The node partition inequalities ������ are valid for kNCON�G� r��

Proof In the case where p � �� the node partition inequality ������ denes a node cut

inequality ������ii� which is known to be valid� The case p � � is treated by induction�

So let fW�� � � � �Wpg and Z�� � � � � Zk induce a node partition inequality with p � �� Let Wp

be the node set with smallest value of r�Wi�� Dene j �� r�Wp�� Then� for i � �� � � � � p� �

��



the node partition inequality induced by Z�� � � � � Zk and fW��W�� � � � �Wi �Wp� � � � �Wp��g is

valid and has right�hand side p � �� Note that none of the coe�cients of the left�hand side

of this new inequality is larger than in the original inequality� and that the coe�cients of

edges in �Wi � Wp� have dropped to �� Adding up all these node partition inequalities and

the node cut constraint x��G�Zj�Wp�� � � gives an inequality aTx � �p����p������ where

all coe�cients of aT have value at most p��� Dividing this inequality by p�� and rounding

up the right�hand side and all coe�cients of the left�hand side produces the desired node

partition inequality with right�hand side p � �� �

It is known to be NP�hard to separate this class of inequalities� see �GM���� Some necessary

and some su�cient conditions for these inequalities to dene facets are known only in a few

special cases� see �GMS��b� and �S����

It can be shown that the separation problem for partition inequalities is NP�hard� even if

we restrict attention to vectors y with � 
 y 
 �� see �GMS��a�� However� there are fast

and successful heuristics for the separation of partition inequalities� and our computational

experiments have revealed that partition inequalities are very helpful for solving network

survivability problems� see Section ��

��	 r
Cover and Lifted r
Cover Inequalities

A nice combinatorial relaxation of the kECON �and then the kNCON problem� is the r�cover

problem that can be dened as follows� Given a graph G � �V�E� and positive integers rv

for all v � V � an r�cover is a set F � E of edges such that jF � ��v�j � rv for all r � V �

Clearly� every solution of an ECON problem dened by a graph G and node types r � NV

is an r�cover� Hence� if edge weights are given in addition� a lower bound for the ECON

problem can be determined by solving the r�cover problem which means nding a r�cover of

minimum weight� This relaxation is of particular interest since the r�cover problem can be

��



solved in polynomial time� The polynomial�time solvability follows from the fact that the

r�cover problem can be transformed into a ���capacitated� b�matching problem�

In his paper �E�	� Edmonds not only gave a polynomial time algorithm for solving the

b�matching problems� he also determined a complete linear description of the b�matching

polytope� Edmonds� blossom inequalities for the ��capacited b�matching polytope of a graph

G � �V�E� can be transformed to the r�cover case� This transformation� see �GMS���� yields

the r�cover inequalities� valid for ECON�G� r�� that have the following form�

������ x�E�H�� � x���H�nT � �
jP

v�H�rv � jT j���
k

for all H � V�

and all T � ��H��

The separation problem for the class of r�cover inequalities and vectors in the unit hypercube

can be solved in polynomial time as follows� Suppose x� � QE� x� � � is given� We dene a

new vector y� �� ��x� and a ��capacitated b�matching problem by setting bv �� deg�v�� rv

for all v � V � Then it is easy to see that x� satises all r�cover inequalities ������ if and only

if y� satises the blossom inequalities for the corresponding b�matching problem which read

as follows�

����	� y�E�H���y�T � 

j
�
X
V�H

bv�jT j���
k
for all W � V and all T � ��H��

Padberg and Rao �PR��� have designed a polynomial time algorithm for the separation

problem for the class of blossom inequalities ������� This algorithm is based on the Gomory�

Hu procedure for nding a minimum cut in a graph with nonnegative edge capacities� If

the Padberg�Rao algorithm yields an inequality y�E�H�� � y�  T � 
 b�
X
v�H

bv � jT j���c that

is violated by y� then x� violates the r�cover inequality x�E�H�� � x���H�nT � � d�
X
v�H

rv �

jT j���e�

In case some of the nodes have type � the r�cover inequalities can be strengthened as follows

������ x�E�H���x���H�nT � �
l
�
X

V �H��

rv��

rv�jT j���
m
�jfv � H j rv � �gj�

�	



These inequalities are valid for kECON�G� r� but not for the r�cover polytope� To solve the

separation problem for the class of strengthened r�cover inequalities ������ heuristically we

do the following� We declare all nodes of type one to be of type two and apply the procedure

described above for the modied node types� If the Padberg�Rao separation algorithm nds

a violated blossom inequality then the corresponding strengthened r�cover inequality ������

is violated� However� this trick does not yield an exact separation routine because there

may be violated inequalities of type ������ that this procedure does not nd� This is due to

the fact that the transformation of node types may violate one of the requirements for the

Padberg�Rao procedure to work correctly� i�e�� this method is a heuristic for strengthened

r�cover inequalities ������ in case nodes of type � are present�

We now generalize the r�cover inequalities ������ further� Let G � �V�E� be a graph and

r � f�� � � � � kgV � Let H 	� V be a node set� called the handle� and let T � ��H�� For each

e � T we denote by Te the set of the two end nodes of e� The sets Te� e � T � are called teeth�

For simplicity we also call the edges e � T teeth in this section� If an edge e � T is parallel to

some edge f � T � we count Te and Tf as two sets� even if Te � Tf � Let fH�� � � � �Hpg� p � ��

be a partition of H into nonempty disjoint node sets such that

� r�Hi� � � for i � �� � � � � p�

� no more than con�Hi�� � teeth intersect any Hi� i � �� � � � � p�

� at least three Hi are intersected by teeth�

�
P

i�I� con�Hi�� jT j is odd� where I� �� fi j con�Hi� � �g�

Let I� �� fi j con�Hi� � �g� We call

����
� x��H� � � � � � Hp���x���H�nT � �
�

�

�X
i�I�

con�Hi��jT j��
�
�jI�j
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the lifted r�cover inequality induced by H�� � � � �Hp� T �

It is not hard to show �see �S���� that the lifted r�cover inequalities ����
� are valid for

kECON�G� r� and hence for kNCON�G� r�� Some necessary conditions are known for these

inequalities to dene facets for kECON�G� r�� and one can easily see that these inequalities

do not dene facets for kNCON�G� r� for �highly� connected graphs G� see �S���� It is

known that the separation problem for lifted r�cover inequalities is NP�hard� see �GMS��a��

We have invented a separation heuristic for class ����
� that uses some graph manipulation

techniques �such as shrinking of edges� and is based on an analysis of the Gomory�Hu tree

as provided by the Padberg�Rao algorithm�

��� Further Remarks on Valid Inequalities

We note that we know more general versions of some of the classes of valid inequalities

introduced before� and we also know further classes of inequalities valid for ECON�G� r� or

NCON�G� r�� We have omitted the introduction of these classes here since many technical

denitions are necessary to describe them� and we do not have general results about the

dimensions of the faces that they dene� and we could not make any algorithmic use of them

so far� Some information about these classes can be found in �S����

There is a rich literature in polyhedral combinatorics on facet manipulation techniques� i�e��

methods by which new types of facets can be derived from known classes� These techniques

usually run under the name �facet lifting� or �facet extension�� A number of ling results are

shown in �S���� Included are techniques such as� addition of an edge� addition of a node� and

expansion of a node w into a node set W where all edges in E�W � receive a coe�cient zero

in the lifted inequality� The description of these techniques and the proofs of the associated

lifting results are also rather technical and not presented here�

Our results about characterizing those inequalities among the classes of valid inequalities

�




described before that are facet�dening for kECON�G� r� or kNCON�G� r� appear somewhat

unsatisfactory� In fact� they are� But having worked on the facial structure of these polytopes

for some time we are convinced that general results covering large classes of graphs and node

types simultaneously are very hard to obtain� Theorem ����� gives a glimpse at the technical

subtleties involved in a seemingly simple�looking case� The main di�culty we see is that a

slight change of the graph or node type may result in a considerable change of the problem

complexity and the polyhedral structure� For instance� if rv � � for all v � V � kECON�G� r�

is equal to kNCON�G� r�� which is nothing but the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all

supersets of spanning trees of G� changing a few node types to zero we obtain an NP�hard

Steiner tree problem� setting rv � � for all v � V � �NCON�G� r� and �ECON�G� r� contain

the travelling salesman polytope on G�

Based on the observations we think that further investigation should go into the study of

more restricted� practically relevant cases and not into investigation of the whole range of

kECON or kNCON polytopes�

� A Cutting Plane Algorithm and Computational Re�

sults

In this section� we give an outline of our cutting plane algorithm for the kECON and kNCON

problems� We describe it for the kNCON problem� The algorithm for the kECON problem

is derived from that for the kNCON problem by skipping all those separation routines that

check inequalities that are valid for kNCON�G� r� but not for kECON�G� r��

Our cutting plane procedure starts with solving the LP

����� min cTx

subject to
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x���v�� � rv for all v � V with rv � ��

� 
 xe 
 � for all e � E

consisting of at most jV j degree inequalities and the �jEj trivial inequalities� Almost all of

these dene facets of kNCON�G� r�� if kNCON�G� r� is full�dimensional �see Theorem �������

An optimal solution y � RE of this relaxation of the kNCON problem is usually not feasible

for the polytope kNCON�G� r�� �If it were� we would be nished��

So in each iteration of the cutting plane algorithm we try to nd inequalities �more specif�

ically� cut� node cut� partition� node partition� and lifted r�cover inequalities� that are

valid for kNCON�G� r�� but are violated by y� Geometrically� such an inequality denes a

hyperplane in RE separating y from the kECON�polyhedron� a so�called �cutting plane��

The heuristics and exact algorithms for nding inequalities violated by a given y are called

separation routines�

We add all the violated inequalities found by our separation routines to the current LP and

solve the revised LP to get a new optimum solution y� �We do not solve the new LP from

scratch� but use postoptimization�� We repeat this process until the current optimal LP

solution y happens to be feasible for kNCON�G� r�� or no further inequalities violated by y

are found� In the second case we proceed with a branch"cut method�

In the rst case �y feasible�� we know that y is optimal� since the present LP is a relaxation

of the kNCON problem� Note that feasibility of y is identical with y being a f�� �g�vector

that satised all cut constraints ������i� and node cut constraints ������ii�� This feasibility

criterion is easy to check�

Of course� since we are using only a subset of all facet�dening inequalities for kNCON�G� r��

we cannot be sure to nd an optimal solution with such a cutting plane algorithm for all

graphs G� cost functions c� and node types r�
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In any case� even if the present fractional solution y is not feasible� its objective function

value cTy provides a lower bound for the kNCON problem� which is increased with every

iteration �or at least� it does not drop��

We summarize the cutting plane algorithm�

����� Algorithm �Cutting Plane Algorithm for kNCON�

�� Solve the LP ������ Let y be an optimal solution�

�� While y is not feasible for kNCON�G� k� do�

�a� nd valid inequalities violated by y� add them to the LP� delete some redundant

inequalities� and resolve the LP� Let y be a new optimal solution�

�b� If no violated inequalities can be found� perform branch " cut�

At present� we have a preliminary version of a code for solving survivability problems with

higher connectivity requirements� In order to test our code for general kNCON problems�

we rst used a set of random problems� Later� we also obtained test data for a real�world

�NCON problem� which arose in the design of a communication network on a ship� Both

types of test problems have their �drawbacks�� however� Most random problems turned out

to be too easy� and the ship problem confronted us with many new di�culties�

We rst report about our computational results on random problems� We used the same set

of random data as Ko and Monma �KM��� used for their high�connectivity heuristics� So

we will be able to compare results later� All running times reported are on a SUN �#	� IPX

workstation�

The test set consists of ve complete graphs of �� nodes and ve complete graphs of ��

nodes� whose edge costs are independently drawn from a uniform distribution of real numbers
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between � and ��� For each of these �� graphs� a minimum�cost k�edge connected subgraph

for k � �� �� 	 is to be found� Table � reports the number of iterations �minimum and

maximum� and the average time �in seconds� taken by our code to solve these problems for

k � �� �� and 	� respectively� Only the time for the cutting plane phase is given�

� Nodes � Iterations Average Time �secs�
K � � � 	 � � 	

�� nodes� ��� ��	 ��� ���� ��	� ��	�
�� nodes� ��� ��� ��� ��	� ���	 ����

All problems except one �ECON instance on �� nodes were solved in the cutting plane

phase� In fact� �� of the �� problems were already solved in the rst iteration with the

initial LP ������ For the instances not solved in the rst iteration� at most four lifted r�cover

inequalities ������ had to be added to obtain the optimal solution� Except for one �ECON

instance� no partition inequalities were added� So� the average solution time is mainly the

solution time for the rst LP�

All optimal solutions for the kECON problems were at the same time feasible and hence

optimal for the corresponding kNCON problems� except the one �ECON problem which

could not be solved in the cutting plane phase� There the optimal solution �obtained by

branch " cut� is ��edge connected� but not ��node connected�

These excellent results were surprising� because we always thought high�connectivity prob�

lems to be harder than low�connectivity problems� But this does not seem to be true for

random costs�

The high�connectivity heuristics of Ko and Monma performed reasonably well� The relative

gap between the heuristic �h� and the optimal solution value �o�� namely ��� � �h � o��o�

computed for the above set of random problems� ranged between ��� and ���� with an average

of ��	 $ error �taken over all problems��
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The second set of test problems were ve complete graphs whose �� nodes were placed

randomly in a square� and whose edge weights are the euclidean distances between the end

nodes� All nodes are of the same type k� where k ranges between � and 	� so ve kECON

problems are derived from each of the ve graphs� The �ECON problems were solved with

a spanning tree algorithm�

Table � shows the computational results for these problems� Its entries are from left to right�

K the required connectivity

P the number of partition inequalities used in the cutting plane phase

RC the number of rcover inequalities used in the cutting plane phase

IT the number of iterations in the cutting plane phase

COPT the optimal value

GAP the relative error between the optimal value and the lower bound achieved by the

cutting plane phase

TT the total running time �with branch and cut� etc�� in minutes�

K IT P RC COPT GAP TT

� 

���% �	���
� �%�� 	�%
� �%� �����%��
�
� ����%���� �%�
� �%� 		%
� �%�� �	����%�����	 ����%���	 ��%���
� �%� ��%�� �%� ������%������ ���� �%�
	 �%� ��%�� �%�	 ��
���%������ ����%���� �%���

Table �� Performance of branch"cut on euclidean problems

All k�edge connectivity problems with even k� except one �ECON problem� could already be

solved in the cutting plane phase� The running time for the cutting plane phase was at most
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six seconds for all problems� Of the 	ECON problems� two could be solved in the cutting

plane phase in two iterations� Two other 	ECON problems were solved by branch and cut

in at most three minutes� and only one took ��� minutes� For all �ECON problems� branch

and cut had to be employed to bridge the gap� The relatively large gaps in the �ECON

problems indicate that our separation routines should be enhanced to nd the partition

and r�cover inequalities still violated by the last LP�solution and that� maybe� other facet�

dening classes of inequalities for the kECON polytope for odd k are needed� Because of this

poor performance and because of the nonavailability of good upper bounds� the branching

procedure degenerated into enumeration for several instances�

Considering the gaps and the running times� we may conclude that k�edge connectivity

problems for even k are easier to solve than those for odd k � �� and that the k�edge

connectivity problems with odd k become easier for �large� k� One reason for the di�erence

between even and odd k may be that� for even k� the only facet�dening partition inequalities

are the cut inequalities� which are easy to nd�

Concerning the structure of the solutions� all optimal solutions for even k were regular

graphs� except for one �ECON instance� where two nodes of degree � appeared� For k � ��

the solutions are not necessarily k�node connected� Some are only ��node connected�

The optimal values can be said to be roughly linearly increasing in k� from k � �� By the

way� the lower values in column COPT of Table � are all due to the same problem instance�

and the upper values too�

To give an impression of the solution structures� Figure � was included� depicting� for one of

the graphs and k � �� � � � � �� the optimal kECON solutions in clockwise order�

One real�world application of survivable network design� where connectivities higher than

two are needed� is the design of a ber communication network that connects locations on
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Figure � is not available as postscriptle�To get a paper�copy send an e�mail to
bibliothek&sc�zib�berlin�de�

Figure �� Solution of euclidean problems for k � � to �
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a military ship containing various communication systems� The reason for demanding high

survivability of this network is obvious�

The problem of nding a high�connected network topology minimizing the cable installation

cost can be formulated as a �NCON problem� We will describe the characteristics of this

problem in the following�

We obtained the graph and edge cost data of a generic ship model� It has the following

features� The graph of possible link installations has the form of a three�dimensional grid

with �	 layers� ��� nodes� and ���� edges� which is depicted in Figure ��

The ship problem comes with three di�erent options� the node types may vary� the costs

may be normal or random� and the underlying graph may be reduced or not�

Of the grid�s ��� nodes� there are ��� regular nodes �depicted by hollow circles�� �� special

nodes �depicted by lled circles� in the main part of the ship and � priority nodes �depicted

by triangles� in the ship�s tower� The special and priority nodes represent various commu�

nication� command and control systems to be interconnected by the network� The regular

nodes represent ber junction boxes where the ber cable can be routed� The notation

�shipxyz� will be used to indicate that the regular nodes are of type x� special nodes are of

type y and priority nodes are of type z� So �ship���� is the problem� where the three nodes

in the tower are of type �� the �� special nodes in the body of the ship are of type �� and all

other ��� grid nodes are of type ��

No branch and cut was used because of the long computation times for some of the problems�

Inequalities that are not almost tight are removed from the LP� but are still kept in a pool

of inequalities� But since even this pool grew too much� inequalities are removed from there

that have not been violated for more than ve iterations in a row�

All problems were solved as ECON problems� No node partition inequalities were used�
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The upper bounds were produced by a heuristic for NCON problems �not ECON� that tries

to eliminate as many edges from the input graph as possible� starting with the rst edge�

�This heuristic was written by Bill Cook�� The input graph was the graph of edges formed

by the support of the best fractional solution� and the edges were ordered by increasing value

of the fractional solution� �Not by increasing costs� as all horizontal edges have the same

cost��

The normal cost structure is highly regular� The costs are roughly proportional to the

distances between nodes� with the feature that horizontal distances are much longer than

vertical distances� �The grid shown in Figure � has been scaled� Also� contrary to the

graphical representation� the horizontal layers do not always have the same distance from

each other�� With this cost structure� it is much cheaper to route vertically than horizontally�

Since there exist many shortest paths between any two nodes� there will also exist many

optimum solutions to the survivable network problem� So the problem is highly degenerate�

Degeneracy together with the size of the ship problem caused us to run into di�culties� We

also considered �random� uniform ��� �� costs which were scaled so that the overall cost of

the edges remained the same as in the original problem� These problems were indicated by

appending �rand� to the problem name�

We considered �reduced� versions of these problems where we removed some of the �unnec�

essary� nodes in the lower left and right hand corner of the grid� and also deleted some of

the horizontal layers of the grid containing only nodes of type �� It is not obvious at all that

corners of a grid may be cut out and layers may be deleted without a�ecting the optimum

objective function value of the problem� But nevertheless� we used these reductions heuristi�

cally to cut down problem sizes in the hope that some optimal solution of the original graph

is still contained in the reduced graph� For the �ship���� problem� this hope was conrmed�

These reduced problems were denoted by appending �red� to the problem name�
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Original Graph Reduced Graph
PROBLEM � � � � Edges � � � � Edges
ship��� ��� �� � � ����#� ��� �� � � ��	#�
ship��� ��� � �� � ����#� ��� � �� � ��
#�
ship��� ��� � � �� ����#� ��� � � �� 
��#�

Table �� Sizes of ship problems

Figure � shows the reduced graph of the �ship���� problem� The result of the reductions

can be seen from Table �� whose columns list� from left to right� the problem names� and�

for the original ship graph and the reduced ship graphs� the number of nodes of type �� ��

�� and �� the total number of nodes and the total number of edges#number of forced edges�

The forced edges are those edges contained in some cut of size � separating two nodes of

type �� which must be contained in any feasible solution� Table � shows that the reductions

are enormous� yet there are still many more nodes of type � than nodes of nonzero type in

each problem�

When we applied our code to the reduced graphs� the fractional solutions still looked fre�

quently like paths beginning at some special node and ending in some node of type �� To

cure this problem� we made use of the following type of inequalities

x���v�nfeg� � xe for all nodes v of type � and all e � ��v��

These inequalities �we call them con� inequalities� describe algebraically that nodes of

type � do not have degree � in an edge�minimal solution� This is not true for all survivable

networks� but it is true for the optimum solution if all costs are positive� So� although these

inequalities are not valid for the kNCON polytope� we used them to force the fractional

solutions into the creation of longer paths�

Table � gives some computational results of our cutting plane algorithm on the several

versions of the ship problem� The entries from left to right are�
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PROBLEM Problem name with �red� for reduced and �rand� for random costs

VAR Number of edges minus number of forced edges

IT Number of iteration �i�e�� LPs solved�

PART Number of partition inequalities ���
� added

RCOV Number of r�cover inequalities ������ added

LB Lower bound �i�e�� optimal LP value�

GAP �UB�LB�#LB in percent

TIME in minutes�seconds

PROBLEM VAR IT PART RCOV LB UB GAP TIME
ship��� ���� ��	� 


��� � ����	
�� ��
��� ��	� �������	
ship���red ��� 

	 ���	
� � ��
��� ��
��� � �����

ship���rand ���� ��
� ������ � �
������ �
������ � �
����	
ship��� ���� �	 ���� � ����
� ����
� � �
���
ship���red ��� �� ��
� � ����
� ����
� � ��	�
ship���rand ���� �� ���� � ��	��	�� �������� ���� �����
ship��� ���� �� ��
�� � ���	���� ����	� ���� 		���
ship���red 
�� �� ���
 � �������� ����	� ��	� ���	�
ship���rand ���� �� ��	�	 � �������� ���	�	�	 ��	� �����

ship��� ���� ��� �
��� � �������� ������ ��

 �
���		
ship���rand ���� �	 ���� � 
������
 ��
�	��� ��		 �����
ship��� ���� �� ����� � �������� ������ ��	
 ���
��

ship���rand ���� ���� 	���� � ����	��� �	�����
 ���� ������
ship��� ���� �
� ��	�� � ��	�	��� ������� ��
� �����	
ship���rand ���� 	�� ��
�� � ���	���� ���	
��
 ���
 ��	���
ship��� ���	 	 	�� � �����	�� �����	 � ����
ship���rand ���	 	 ��	 � ������
�	 ��������� ����� ��	�
ship��� ���� 	 	�� � ��������� �����
� ���� ��	�
ship���rand ���� �� 	�� � ��
������ ��������� ���
 ��	�

Table �� Performance of the cutting plane algorithm on the ship problems
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Table � gives a breakdown of how time was spent� The entries from left to right are�

PROBLEM Problem name with �red� for reduced and �rand� for random costs

PT Time spent for reduction of the problem �in percent�

LPT Time spent for LP solving �in percent�

CT Time spent for separation �in percent�

MT Time spent on miscellaneous items� input� output� etc� �in percent�

TIME Total time in minutes�seconds

PROBLEM PT LPT CT MT TIME
ship��� ��� 
	�� ���� ��	 �������	
ship���red ��� ���	 ���� ��� �����

ship���rand ��� ���� �	�� ��� �
����	
ship��� ��� ���� ���� ��� �
���
ship���red ��� ���� 	��� ��� ��	�
ship���rand ��� ��
 �
�� ��� �����
ship��� ��� ���� ���� ��� 		���
ship���red ��� ���� 	��� ��	 ���	�
ship���rand ��� �
�� 
��� ��� �����

ship��� ��� ���� ��� ��� �
���		
ship���rand ��� ���� 	��� ��� �����
ship��� ��� �
�� ��� ��� ���
���
ship���rand ��� ���� 
	�
 ��	 ������
ship��� ��� ���� ���� ��
 �����	
ship���rand ��� ���� �
�� ��
 ��	���
ship��� ��� ���
 
��
 ��	 ����
ship���rand ��� �	�� 
��� ��� ��	�
ship��� ��� ���� 
��	 ��� ��	�
ship���rand ��� ��	 ���
 ��
 ��	�

Table �� Computation time on the ship problems
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Several problemswere solved to optimality� ship��� �normal costs� reduced�� ship��� �normal

costs� reduced and not reduced�� and ship��� �normal costs�� The ship��� problem with

normal costs ended up with a fractional solution of value �����	� but the primal heuristic

found an integer solution with the same value�

Reduction paid o� by a factor of at least �� in the computing times of the ship��� and

ship��� problems� The reduction of the ship��� problem did not a�ect the optimal value�

The largest gaps are for the ship��� and ship��� problems for normal costs� reduced or not

reduced� More polyhedral investigation is probably required in these cases� By inspection�

we found a few more violated partition inequalities� So� also better separation routines for

partition inequalities are needed�

The problems ship��� �not reduced� normal and random costs� and ship��� �not reduced�

normal costs� took longest� The solution of ship��� �not reduced� normal costs� is distributed

over the whole net with many small fractionals� This shows that tree�like problems are not

well handled� Problems with many nodes of type � are easier than problems without nodes

of type ��

r�cover inequalities �very few� however� were found only for the ship���� ship���� ship���

problems� Therefore better separation routines for r�cover inequalities for this special kind

of graph are needed�

As one can see from Table � our code is still painfully slow for the problems involving many

nodes of type �� In each iteration� only small progress is made� Although many inequalities

are added� they do not produce big structural changes in the fractional solution� A bet�

ter strategy might be to add structured sets of partition or cut inequalities that somehow

anticipate the �escape maneuvers� of the fractional solution�

An optimal solution to the reduced ship��� problems is shown in Figure �� We do not
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understand yet why our code solves the ship��� problem rather easily and why there is still

a gap after a long running time of our cutting plane algorithms for other problems� Probably�

the �small� changes of a few survivability requirements result in more dramatic structural

changes of the polyhedra and thus of the inequalities that should be used� It is conceivable

that our code has to be tuned according to di�erent survivability requirements settings�

Summarizing our computational results� we can say that for survivability problems with high

connectivity requirements� many nodes of type � and highly regular cost structure �such as

the ship problems� much still remains to be done to speed up our code and enhance the

quality of solutions� This is in contrast to our previous work �see �GMS��a�� on applications

in the area of telephone network design� where problem instances typically are of moderate

size and contain not too many nodes of type �� and where our approach produces very good

lower bounds and even optimum solutions in a few minutes� Yet� we see our work as a

promising step towards solving problems with high�connectivity constraints�
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Figure �� Grid graph of the ship problem
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Figure �� Reduced grid graph of the �ship��� problem
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Figure �� Optimum solution of reduced �ship��� problem
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